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The Quickening Mar 19 2022 "The Quickening" is the fourth in
a series of books on self-empowerment by Stuart Wilde. It
discusses the power of the ancient Warrior-Sages, and it teaches
you etheric (Life Force) and psychological techniques for

consolidating your energy. "The world of the common man is
about to unravel, like never before. I seek the attention of those
that are strong and getting stronger. It is only through the power
of these "individuals" that the spirituality of the world will
survive the hurricanes of change. There is little time." (Stuart
Wilde).
The Wild Silence Jul 31 2020 AN INTERNATIONAL
BESTSELLER “Heartfelt and heartening … a full-throated
paean to the fundamental importance of nature in all its glory,
fury and impermanence." —Wall Street Journal The incredible
follow-up to the international bestseller The Salt Path, a story of
finding your way back home. Nature holds the answers for
Raynor and her husband Moth. After walking 630 homeless
miles along The Salt Path, living on the windswept and wild
English coastline; the cliffs, the sky and the chalky earth now
feel like their home. Moth has a terminal diagnosis, but together
on the wild coastal path, with their feet firmly rooted outdoors,
they discover that anything is possible. Now, life beyond The
Salt Path awaits and they come back to four walls, but the sense
of home is illusive and returning to normality is proving difficult
- until an incredible gesture by someone who reads their story
changes everything. A chance to breathe life back into a
beautiful farmhouse nestled deep in the Cornish hills; rewilding
the land and returning nature to its hedgerows becomes their
saving grace and their new path to follow. The Wild Silence is a
story of hope triumphing over despair, of lifelong love
prevailing over everything. It is a luminous account of the
human spirit's connection to nature, and how vital it is for us all.
God's Gladiators Jul 11 2021
The Secrets of Life Aug 24 2022 The thoughts and ideas in this
book form the basis of Stuart Wilde’s philosophy on how to
develop a more liberated mind-set and thus, a more carefree and

delightful life. The thoughts and essays are from his best-selling
books as well as his unpublished writings. You can just open the
book anywhere and start reading. Usually you’ll find that the
first few pages you read will feature some helpful hints that are
very relevant to some aspect of your current life—somehow
synchronicity will always lead you to exactly what you need to
know. So if you want your spiritual concepts "short and sweet,"
then this book will suit you perfectly. As Stuart says, "Any
philosophy that you can’t haul down to the bank or up to the
airport ain’t worth having!" Newly revised and updated!
Winners Take All Jun 10 2021 'Entertaining and gripping . . .
For those at the helm, the philanthropic plutocrats and aspiring
"change agents" who believe they are helping but are actually
making things worse, it's time for a reckoning with their role in
this spiraling dilemma' Joseph Stiglitz, New York Times Book
Review 'In Anand's thought-provoking book his fresh
perspective on solving complex societal problems is admirable. I
appreciate his commitment and dedication to spreading social
justice' Bill Gates An insider's trenchant investigation of how the
global elite's efforts to "change the world" preserve the status
quo and obscure their culpability Former New York Times
columnist Anand Giridharadas takes us into the inner sanctums
of a new gilded age, where the rich and powerful fight for
equality and justice any way they can - except ways that threaten
the social order and their position atop it. We see how they
rebrand themselves as saviours of the poor; how they lavishly
reward "thought leaders" who redefine "change" in winnerfriendly ways; and how they constantly seek to do more good,
but never less harm. But why should our gravest problems be
solved by the unelected upper crust instead of the public
institutions it erodes by lobbying and dodging taxes? Rather than
rely on scraps from the winners, Giridharadas argues that we

must take on the gruelling democratic work of building more
robust, egalitarian institutions. Trenchant and revelatory,
Winners Take All is a call to action for elites and citizens alike.
The Trick to Money is Having Some Jun 22 2022 "Money
making is not a serious business. It is a game that you play. At
first it may seem that it is a game that you play with forces
outside yourself--the economies of the market place so to
speak--but as you proceed you discover it is actually a game you
play with yourself."--Stuart Wilde. Stuart Wilde's money book,
his fifth work, deals with the E.S.P. of easy money and the art of
being in the right place at the right time, with the right idea and
the right attitude. Like his other highly successful books, this
work is full of useful information. His breezy and comical style
make for effortless reading, as you plot your path to complete
financial freedom.
Ancient Legends, Mystic Charms, and Superstitions of
Ireland May 29 2020
Sixth Sense Feb 18 2022 It’s a marvelous thing to know that
you have the courage, discipline, and follow-through to enliven
your consciousness. In this groundbreaking book, Stuart Wilde
brings to light new and compelling information about the sixth
sense and tells you how to develop it. He defines this sixth sense
as sacred energy that taps you into the state of all-knowing.
Once you discover the sixth sense/etheric point of view, it opens
the energy centers in your subtle body and you take on more
light, going naturally from stiff to pliant, flowing with life rather
than struggling with it. Stuart tells us in Sixth Sense that "what
you need is inner power, a personal charisma, a spiritual power,
an extrasensory perception that makes you bigger than life. You
garner that energy through compassion, kindness, introspection,
and solidity." After reading this book, your perception of life in
all its subtlety and vastness will reach beyond the mundane to a

special level of spirituality.
Grace, Gaia, and The End of Days Feb 06 2021 In this book,
Stuart Wilde gives you the keys to levels of metaphysical
comprehension and sophistication not normally understood.
Stuart says that we are in the Kali Yuga, the Age of Destruction,
when the self-correcting intelligence of the planet (Gaia) will
take back Earth on behalf of the animals, nature, and the little
children. He says there are battles currently raging in the
spiritual worlds between the forces of light and the ghouls (dark
entities) in order to free us all. He describes a power he calls the
Solar Logos, which he says comes to Earth to deliver a rebirth
he calls the Renewal. As such, he calls this time the "End of
Days"—not because the world will end, but because it is the end
of the world as we know it.
Infinite Self Sep 25 2022 In Infinte Self: 33 Steps to Reclaiming
Your Inner Power, Stuart Wilde teaches you how to consolidate
your inherent power and transcend all limitations by releasing
yourself from the constraints of your ego. Your ego traps you,
according to Stuart, and it is never happy for long, always
wanting more, whether it's a new job, new relationship, or
bigger bank account.
Affirmations Nov 22 2019 This inspirational book serves as a
magnificent battle plan, where you learn to expand the power
you already have in order to win back absolute control of your
life.
The Gods of Gotham Oct 14 2021 One of Publishers Weekly's
Top Ten Mystery/Thrillers of the Year One of Kirkus Reviews'
Ten Best Crime Novels of the Year One of Gillian Flynn's
"Recommendations for the Season" on Today Edgar(R) Award
Nominee for Best Novel ALA Reading List Award for Best
Mystery 1845: New York City forms its first police force. The
great potato famine hits Ireland. These two events will change

New York City forever… Timothy Wilde tends bar, saving
every dollar in hopes of winning the girl of his dreams. But
when his dreams are destroyed by a fire that devastates
downtown Manhattan, he is left with little choice but to accept a
job in the newly minted New York City Police Department.
Returning exhausted from his rounds one night, Tim collides
with a girl no more than ten years old… covered in blood. She
claims that dozens of bodies are buried in the forest north of
Twenty-Third Street. Timothy isn’t sure whether to believe her,
but as the image of a brutal killer is slowly revealed and antiIrish rage infects the city, the reluctant copper star is engaged in
a battle that may cost him everything…
The Happy Prince and Other Tales Feb 24 2020 The Happy
Prince and Other Tales was written by Victorian author Oscar
Wilde and illustrated by Walter Crane and Jacomb Hood.?
Love in a Dark Time Jan 05 2021 A collection of linked essays
about homosexual literature considers its most influential writers
of the past two centuries--including Oscar Wilde, Thomas
Mann, James Baldwin, Elizabeth Bishop, Mark Doty, and Thom
Gunn--and how many of them were forced to hide the truth
about their private lives. Reprint. 12,500 first printing.
Mad, Bad, Dangerous to Know Apr 08 2021 'A father...is a
necessary evil.' Stephen Dedalus in Ulysses In Mad, Bad,
Dangerous to Know Colm Tóibín turns his incisive gaze to three
of Ireland's greatest writers, Oscar Wilde, W.B. Yeats and James
Joyce, and their earliest influences: their fathers. From Wilde's
doctor father, a brilliant statistician and amateur archaeologist,
who was taken to court by an obsessed lover in a strange
premonition of what would happen to his son; to Yeats' father,
an impoverished artist and brilliant letter-writer who could never
finish apainting; to John Stanislus Joyce, a singer, drinker and
story-teller, a man unwilling to provide for his large family,

whom his son James memorialised in his work. Colm Tóibín
illuminates not only the complex relationships between three of
the greatest writers in the English language and their fathers, but
also illustrates the surprising ways they surface in their work.
The Force Mar 07 2021 In this book, Stuart Wilde explains that
the Force is a part of each and every thing in the physical plane.
This includes our planet, the stars and galaxies, and the physical
universe . . . as it stretches out into space, beyond our
perception. By its very nature the Force is immortal and neverending. Because it is the inner light or "livingness" within all
things, we call it universal.
Weight Loss for the Mind Jan 17 2022 Stuart shows how many
of the opinions in our society that cause us anguish can be
released through some psychological and spiritual
understanding. He reveals the techniques that can help liberate
you from the perceptions of others and, thus, set you FREE!
The Force Apr 20 2022 The Force that Stuart describes is
magnanimous beyond description - perhaps you might want to
call it God. It is growing, dynamic, and has an inner drive or
desire to become more of itself.
Silent Power Oct 26 2022 Silent Power, like its bestselling
predecessor Life Was Never Meant to be a Struggle, is a tiny
book filled with practical advice on living more fully using your
"silent power." Author Stuart Wilde claims that there is a silent
power within you, an inner knowing that grows because you
understand its infinity. Silent power teaches you hour by hour; it
is with you this very minute! As you begin to trust your power,
it can lead you step by step to the next person and place in your
life.
The Ballad of Reading Gaol Aug 12 2021 "Like two doomed
ships that pass in storm We had crossed each other's way: But
we made no sign, we said no word, We had no word to say."

Oscar Wilde was a married man with children, who had
homosexual affairs. Since his sexual preference was considered
taboo, not to mention illegal, in the Victorian era, he was
famously sentenced to two years in prison for gross indecency.
The Ballad of Reading Gaol tells the story of an execution he
witnessed while there of a man who killed his wife. It is
powerful and haunting, and Wilde’s pain seeps through with
every word. Oscar Wilde (1854-1900) was an Irish playwright,
novelist, essayist, and poet, famous for ‘The Picture of Dorian
Gray’ and ‘The Importance of Being Earnest’ to name a couple.
He was believed to be gay and met a lot of resistance in his life
on that account. He died in Paris at the age of 46.
Classical Culture and Modern Masculinity Dec 04 2020 For
nineteenth-century thinkers in Germany and Britain, who looked
to Greece as the acme of past civilization, the Greeks' enjoyment
of pederasty presented a problem. Daniel Orrells's study
explores the way in which this awkward issue was negotiated.
The Three Keys to Self-Empowerment Jul 23 2022 Three of
Stuart Wilde's bestselling books are included in this selfempowering anthology: Miracles, Life Was Never Meant to be a
Struggle, and Silent Power. "These keys to empowerment are
simple to understand and easy to put into effect; it's very much a
matter of changing your mind and opening up to allow the
power of the life force within you carry you along. It's all there
waiting for you, and as you come to comprehend it better,
people respond to your newfound energy. Suddenly, old blocks
and frustrations fall away, and you find yourself better
connected to the universal flow of things, your path becomes
straighter, and people come forward to help you make new
connections. Overall, good things come to you as they
should...miraculously."-Stuart Wilde
Miracles May 21 2022 With this powerful book, bestselling

author Stuart Wilde shows you that to create miracles, you have
to be very clear about what it is you want. By being forthright
and acting as if you have already obtained the object or
condition that you desire, you create such a powerful energy that
the Universal Law gives you whatever you are seeking.
Birth Control Battles Sep 13 2021 Conservative and
progressive religious groups fiercely disagree about issues of sex
and gender. But how did we get here? Melissa J. Wilde shows
how today’s modern divisions began in the 1930s in the public
battles over birth control and not for the reasons we might
expect. By examining thirty of America’s most prominent
religious groups—from Mormons to Methodists, Southern
Baptists to Seventh Day Adventists, and many others—Wilde
contends that fights over birth control had little do with sex,
women’s rights, or privacy. Using a veritable treasure trove of
data, including census and archival materials and more than
10,000 articles, statements, and sermons from religious and
secular periodicals, Wilde demonstrates that the push to
liberalize positions on contraception was tied to complex views
of race, immigration, and manifest destiny among America’s
most prominent religious groups. Taking us from the Depression
era, when support for the eugenics movement saw birth control
as an act of duty for less desirable groups, to the 1960s, by
which time most groups had forgotten the reasons behind their
stances on contraception (but not the concerns driving them),
Birth Control Battles explains how reproductive politics divided
American religion. In doing so, this book shows the enduring
importance of race and class for American religion as it rewrites
our understanding of what it has meant to be progressive or
conservative in America.
Great Comedians Talk about Comedy Oct 02 2020
DE PROFUNDIS Jan 25 2020 Oscar Wilde wrote I don't defend

my conduct, I explain it, when he was imprisoned in Reading
Gaol in 1895 for his violation of England's stringent laws against
homosexuality. Wilde's nototious liaison with the Marquess of
Queensberry's son, Lord Alfred Douglas (Bosie), had so
inflamed the Marquess that he made public attacks on Wilde's
character and morals. In return, Wilde sued for slader, an action
which, to Wilde's bitter astonishment, led to a series of
scandalous trials and convictions. From his cell in prison, Oscar
Wilde wrote De Profundis, the detailed and unsparing revelation
of his love and tragedy.
The Picture of Dorian Gray Oct 22 2019 Is the price of eternal
youth worth a man's soul? The exceptionally handsome Dorian
Gray is a model—and the muse—for a young artist, Basil
Hallward. Through Basil, Dorian meets Lord Henry Wotton,
who values only the pleasurable things in life with no regard for
morality. He makes Dorian realize that one day his famed beauty
will fade, and he will be left with nothing. Dorian decides to sell
his soul so that a portrait of him will age in his place. As he
indulges in every vice and selfish whim, his portrait grows
increasingly hideous. But will he learn the true cost of his
corruption in time to change his ways? This unabridged edition
of British playwright Oscar Wilde's only novel, first published in
1891, begins with his famous preface, in which he justifies his
artistic philosophy.
Fairytales for Wilde Girls Mar 27 2020 Isolda Wilde sees a lot
of things other people don't. But when a dead girl appears at her
window, her every word a threat, Isolda needs help. Her real-life
friends - Grape, James and new boy Edgar - make her forget for
a while. And the mermaids, fairies and magical creatures,
seemingly lifted from the pages of the French fairytales Isola
idolises, will protect her with all the fierce love they possess.
Captives Jun 29 2020 The definitive history of America’s most

notorious jail and the violent rise of New York City’s law-andorder movement Captives combines a thrilling account of Rikers
Island’s descent into infamy with a dramatic retelling of the last
seventy years of New York politics from the vantage point of the
city’s jails. It is the story of a crowded field of contending
powers—city bureaucrats and unions, black power activists and
guards, crooked cops and elected leaders—struggling for power
and influence, a tale culminating in mass incarceration and the
triumph of neoliberalism. It is a riveting chronicle of how the
Rikers Island of today—and the social order it represents—came
to be. Conjuring sweeping cinematic vistas, Captives records
how the tempo of history was set by bloody and bruising clashes
between guards and prisoners, between rank and filers and union
bosses, between reformers and reactionaries, and between police
officers and virtually everyone else. Written by a one-time
Rikers prisoner, Captives draws on extensive archival research,
decades of journalism, interviews, prisoner testimonials, and
firsthand experience to deliver an urgent intervention into our
national discussion about the future of mass incarceration and
the call to abolish prisons. The contentious debate about the
future of the Rikers Island penal colony rolls onward, and
Captives is a must-read for anyone interested in the island and
what it represents.
Oscar Wilde, His Life and Confessions, Volume 1 Sep 20
2019 Purchase one of 1st World Library's Classic Books and
help support our free internet library of downloadable eBooks.
1st World Library-Literary Society is a non-profit educational
organization. Visit us online at www.1stWorldLibrary.ORG - I
was advised on all hands not to write this book, and some
English friends who have read it urge me not to publish it. "You
will be accused of selecting the subject," they say, "because
sexual viciousness appeals to you, and your method of treatment

lays you open to attack. "You criticize and condemn the English
conception of justice, and English legal methods: you even
question the impartiality of English judges, and throw an
unpleasant light on English juries and the English public - all of
which is not only unpopular but will convince the unthinking
that you are a presumptuous, or at least an outlandish, person
with too good a conceit of himself and altogether too free a
tongue."
Whispering Winds of Change Aug 20 2019 Whispering Winds
of Change will appeal to lovers of alternative ideas and
philosophies. Stuart Wilde challenges us to stand outside the
usual paradigms of consciousness as "fringe dwellers". He asks
us to observe the dying throes of what he calls the "world ego" the embodiment of the manipulative and dominating force of the
status quo.With his characteristic candor and wit, he plots a
fascinating comparison between the overall global destiny and
an individual's personal, sacred, inner journey. Wilde believes
through quieting the ego and creating a rotation out of the threedimensional world of external reality to the fourth dimension of
the inner being, we can each offer serenity and healing to
ourselves, and the rest of the world.Like his other books, this
work is full of compelling ideas, unusual perceptions, and
esoteric concepts for individuals who want to progress inwardly,
while making a success of their lives in the external world.
Salome's Modernity Sep 01 2020 A study of Oscar Wilde's
Salomé in modernist and postmodernist literature and culture
The Little Money Bible Dec 16 2021 "It’s hard to align with
money if you think that it is evil and nasty. But once you come
to an understanding that money is neutral, it’s easy to see that
having money does not necessarily deprive somebody else.
There’s no reason why you can’t be very rich and still be an
extremely spiritual and wonderfully generous person—aligned

to the God Force—with a huge heart, and compassion for
everyone you meet." — Stuart Wilde
The Silent Treatment Jun 17 2019 A lifetime of love. Six
months of silence. One last chance: read the unique and moving
Radio 2 Book Club pick, adored by readers and shortlisted for
the RNA Debut Romantic Novel of the Year Award. An
unforgettable novel about the power of love and the importance
of leaving nothing unsaid. 'A remarkable debut' JOJO MOYES
'Beautifully written' WOMAN & HOME 'An unforgettable love
story' CATHERINE ISAAC ___________________________
Frank hasn't spoken to his wife Maggie for six months. For
weeks they have lived under the same roof, slept in the same bed
and eaten at the same table - all without words. Maggie has
plenty of ideas as to why her husband has gone quiet, but it will
take another heartbreaking turn of events before Frank finally
starts to unravel the secrets that have silenced him. Is this where
their story ends? Or is it where it begins? READERS ARE
FALLING IN LOVE WITH THE SILENT TREATMENT
***** 'The best book I have read this year' ***** 'It's
impossible not to fall in love with Frank and Maggie' ***** 'A
wonderful story, it made me laugh and cry' ***** 'I read it in
two sittings I was so hooked!' ___________________________
'An original and moving debut from a talented new voice'
SANTA MONTEFIORE 'Empathetic, beautifully written ... will
resonate with fans of Jojo Moyes, David Nicholls and Gail
Honeyman' EXPRESS 'It's beautiful, so moving and clever. I
truly adored it' JOSIE SILVER 'This is an extraordinarily tense
yet tender portrait of a marriage ... written with assurance and
agonising insight, and the characters of Maggie and Frank will
stay with me for a long time' MAIL 'Beautifully written in
Greaves's unique voice... Poignant, heart-breaking and
insightful' WOMAN & HOME 'Heart-breaking secrets tenderly

evoked with intelligence and depth. Maggie and Frank are
unforgettable characters' RACHEL HORE, author of The
Memory Garden 'Such stunning prose, and such insight for a
debut author... I was bowled over by Abbie's writing' CLARE
MACKINTOSH 'A beautifully written and compelling novel
that enthralled us from beginning to end. Frank and Maggie feel
so real, and their moving story is simple, but powerfully told'
HEAT When a debut is praised by the likes of Jojo Moyes, you
know it's worth reading ... You won't be able to put down this
tender and heartbreaking read' COSMOPOLITAN 'An
unforgettable love story with a mystery that had me captivated
until the last, heart-wrenching page. It deserves to be huge'
CATHERINE ISAAC, author of You Me Everything 'A tender,
heartfelt portrayal of a long marriage with all its secrets.
Cleverly structured and beautifully written, this novel celebrates
love, hope - and the importance of finding the right words'
LUCY DIAMOND 'Tremendously moving' GILLY
MACMILLAN, author of The Nanny 'I really loved it...It's a
very moving book' JO WILEY 'It's bittersweet and beautifully
written...It's a book that stays with you' ASHLEY AUDRAIN
Simply Wilde Nov 15 2021 A question-and-answer format
provides insight into Wilde's views on life, relationships, money,
politics, spirituality, and the universe
The Portrait of Mr W.H. Jul 19 2019 "The portrait of Mr W.H."
is a short story written by Oscar Wilde and published in
Blackwood’s magazine in 1891. The story is the attempt by
Oscar Wilde to uncover the identity of W.H., the mysterious
individual to whom Shakespeare dedicates his Sonnets. Is
Wilde’s The portrait of Mr W.H. a beautiful theory, the most
spectacular literary essay ever written, or has Wilde found the
answer to one of the most famous English mysteries? Discover
The portrait of Mr W.H. with its original preface and biography

in this new edition by Les Éditions de Londres.
Born to be Wilde May 09 2021 'Nothing gets me to a bookstore
faster than Eloisa James' Julia Quinn Eloisa James's dazzling
new Georgian-set series continues . . . The richest bachelor in
England plays matchmaker . . . for an heiress he wants for
himself! For beautiful, witty Lavinia Gray, there's only one thing
worse than having to ask the appalling Parth Sterling to marry
her: being turned down by him. Now the richest bachelor in
England, Parth is not about to marry a woman as reckless and
fashion-obsessed as Lavinia; he's chosen a far more suitable
bride. But when he learns of Lavinia's desperate circumstances,
he offers to find her a husband. Even better, he'll find her a
prince. As usual, there's no problem Parth can't fix. But the more
time he spends with the beguiling Lavinia, the more he finds
himself wondering . . . Why does the woman who's completely
wrong feel so right in his arms? The third book in New York
Times bestselling Eloisa James's new series, the Wildes of
Lindow Castle, is perfect for fans of Julia Quinn's Bridgertons
and Eloisa's Desperate Duchesses The Wildes of Lindow Castle
series: Wilde in Love Too Wilde to Wed Born to Be Wilde Say
No to the Duke Praise for Eloisa James: 'Eloisa James is
extraordinary' Lisa Kleypas 'Smart heroines, sensual heroes,
witty repartee and a penchant for delicious romance have made
James a fan favorite . . . readers will be hooked from beginning
to end' RT Book Reviews 'Romance writing does not get much
better than this' People 'Eloisa James writes with a captivating
blend of charm, style, and grace that never fails to leave the
reader sighing and smiling and falling in love' Julia Quinn
'Charming, romantic and unexpectedly funny' Kirkus
The Last Lie Apr 27 2020 Language and life as the people in
Ark know it is still in danger. Under new rule of an even crueler
leader, Letta and the rest of the rebels must somehow defeat the

evil--but this time, there is a price on Letta's head. She must
uncover the ledger of all the words the Wordsmith had archived
and foil the evil plots to destroy language forever.
Going Off Script Nov 03 2020 A TV writer's room intern must
join forces with her crush to keep her boss from ruining a
lesbian character in this diverse contemporary YA romance from
the author of Queens of Geek. Seventeen-year-old Bex is thrilled
when she gets an internship on her favorite tv show, Silver Falls.
Unfortunately, the internship isn't quite what she expected...
instead of sitting in a crowded writer's room volleying ideas
back and forth, Production Interns are stuck picking up the
coffee. Determined to prove her worth as a writer, Bex drafts her
own script and shares it with the head writer—who promptly
reworks it and passes it off as his own! Bex is understandably
furious, yet...maybe this is just how the industry works? But
when they rewrite her proudly lesbian character as straight, that's
the last straw! It's time for Bex and her crush to fight back. Jen
Wilde's newest novel is both a fun, diverse love story and a very
relevant, modern take on the portrayal of LGBT characters in
media. Praise for Jen Wilde: "The book deals head on with
issues of mental health, body shaming, sexuality, and internet
celebrity, handling them with a delicate and skillful touch."
—Teen Vogue on Queens of Geek "This is the geeky, queer
book of our dreams." —Seventeen on Queens of Geek
Silence and Silences Dec 24 2019 A meditation on the infinite
search for meanings in silence, from Wallis Wilde-Menozzi, the
author of The Other Side of the Tiber and Mother Tongue. We
need quiet to feel nothing, to hear silence that brings back
proportion and the beauty of not knowing except for the outlines
of what we live every day. Something inner settles. The right to
silence unmediated by social judgment. Sitting at a table in an
empty kitchen, peeling an apple, I wait for its next

transformation. For a few seconds, the red, mottled, dangling
skin unwinds what happened to it on earth. Wallis WildeMenozzi set out to touch silence for brief experiences of what is
real. In images, dreams, and actions, the challenge leads to her
heart as a writer. The pages of Silence and Silences form a vast
tapestry of meanings shaped by many forces outside personal
circumstance. Moving closer, the reader notices intricacies that
shift when touched. As the writer steps aside, there is cosmic
joy, biological truth, historical injustice. The reader finds
women’s voices and women’s silences, sees Agnes Martin’s
thin, fine lines and D. H. Lawrence’s artful letters, and becomes
a part of Wilde-Menozzi’s examination of the ever-changing
self. COVID-19 thrusts itself into the unbounded narrative, and
isolation brings with it a new kind of stillness. As WildeMenozzi writes, “Reading a book is a way of withdrawing into
silence. It is a way of seeing and listening, of pulling back from
what is happening at that very moment.” The author has created
a record of how we tell ourselves stories, how we think and how
we know. Above all, she has made silence a presence as rich as
time on the page and given readers space to discover what that
means to a life.
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